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Blessings in this New Year approaching! Possibilities abound and the Holy Spirit is stirring 

among us as we continue to live into the mission of our beloved Conference. The Strategic Plan 

has been before us for some months now, and it is exciting to see it being embraced by the 

congregations and Associations. Thank you for your continued prayer and trust in me as I work 

on your behalf. As one who has served as a minister in this Conference for nearly 28 years, I have seen 

many changes in the ways in which we live out our covenants with one another. 
 

Eighteen months into the designated call, I find myself fully immersed with our congregations in 

transition and the ministers who serve them. At this time, about 1/4 of PCC congregations are 

served by long-term supply, interim or designated ministers. I have been reaching out to those 

congregations with “long-term temporary ministers,” inviting them to clarify those relationships. 

The congregation may make the decision to create a call agreement that recognizes what they 

already live out with their pastor. 

 

In several instances, congregations have been making the difficult decision to close their church. 

In these cases, it has been important to provide guidance and assistance, to walk with the 

congregations and to celebrate their ministry and ongoing legacy. I am in ongoing conversations 

with a group of Conference staff convened by David Schoen around closure, and it has been so 

good to approach this difficult topic with honesty and compassion in addition to best practices. 

 

As I visit with congregations active in the search process, there is an eagerness to tell the story of 

their ministry through the creation of their Local Church Profile. It is sometimes difficult for 

Search Committees to wait with patience for profiles to arrive! Regular contact with both Profile 

and Search Committees at crucial points in the process have seemed to lessen anxiety. God’s 

time is difficult to observe! 

 
Being present as the congregations prepare for the departure of their minister establishes an important 

connection. Meeting with the leadership of the congregation and sharing an overview of the transition 

process has proven valuable. It is our goal to have someone from Conference staff preaching on the 

Sunday just after a pastor has departed. That way the congregation is aware that they are not alone in the 

process. Then, as the process proceeds, occasional visits encourage those hard at work to know of our 

prayers and encouragement. 

 

The tools for a successful and faithful search for the next called pastor are changing as both the Local 

Church Profile and Ministerial Profiles have changed. There are also some information gaps in the 

process that I have been working to fill. For example, when a church is preparing to call an interim 

minister there is no profile for interim ministers to access. I now ask church leaders to bring information 

together to fill out a “Local Church Biography” that will give interim candidates a bit of information as 

well as serve as a starting point for interviews. Another tool that I have recently started sharing with 

Search Committees is an Interview Rubric. Based on the Marks of Faithful and Effective Authorized 

Ministers, it provides Committees a way to look at the Minister’s Profile and assess their interview 

answers with a view toward common vocabulary found in the Marks. 



 

The first Search and Call event was held in November, and it was wonderful to see ministers, seminarians 

and local church leaders gathered to learn together. I have been invited to lead another such event at 

Lancaster Theological Seminary in late winter, so to reach those preparing for graduation, first time 

ministerial profile writing and local church profile reading. 

 

I continue to explore the possibly of cooperative ministry among our congregations. I also have had 

increasing contact with other denominational staff members concerning coverage for congregations close 

by one another. Several Lancaster students are serving congregations while continuing their studies, 

allowing those congregations to share in the shaping of new ministers. 

 

The Transitional Ministers group met quarterly in this past year, the last gathering exploring the value of 

creating behavioral covenants in congregations while in transition. That re-establishment of basic 

boundaries in listening, speaking, deciding and supporting has proved extremely valuable. For 

congregations who have struggled through breaches in healthy behavior, it can be a new beginning. The 

two Communities of Practice made up of transitional ministers will be joined in the New Year by at least 

two other groups. 

 

I have appreciated the opportunity to serve Penn Central Conference in this designated position. Although 

I am not yet sure of what is ahead for me or for the position as it currently stands, I will continue to offer 

guidance and resources to our congregations in transition as long as I am called to do so. The 

congregations of Penn Central Conference deserve committed, compassionate and informed support from 

the whole staff. My prayer is that we can all be courageous in our efforts to remain faithful to the ministry 

of Christ’s church, for the living of these days. 

 

 

        In Christ’s Service, 

 

       Rev. Betsy E. Martin Bruaw 


